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Abstract
One of the most widely-discussed issues in Arabic syntax concerns the position of

the subject. In this work, we investigate the processing of verb-initial and
subject-initial structures in spoken Saudi Arabic in order to shed light on this

debate. We examine the processing times associated with these constructions and
argue that processing considerations provide evidence for a particular conception
of Arabic syntax according to which VSO order is derived with the subject

remaining in VP and verb raising over the subject, while SVO order is derived
with the subject raising out of VP to Spec, TP, or to a higher Inflectional Phrase,
and the verb raising to a position lower than the subject.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Much of contemporary linguistic work on Arabic refers to Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA). This is the language used in the Arabic-speaking world for most written texts – it
is the language of newspapers, of the media, and of the school system. In addition to this
form of Arabic, also well-studied in the Islamic intellectual tradition is Classical Arabic,
which is the form of Arabic found in the Qur’an, the Muslim holy book.

Given that generative grammar is interested in discovering the properties of language
created by native speakers, the focus of this project is on a contemporary spoken dialect,
that of Saudi Arabia. There is much recent work that focuses on the spoken dialects of
Arabic – see, for example, Benmamoun et al. 2011.

As has been noted by grammarians of Arabic, this language allows VSO and SVO order,
as shown in (1a-b) for spoken Saudi Arabic:

(1)

a.

b.

zaarat ʔayaah ʔɪl-madrasah ʔamɪs

visited Ayah the-school yesterday

‘Ayah visited the school yesterday.’
ʔayaah zaarat ʔɪl-madrasah ʔamɪs

Ayah visited the-school yesterday

‘Ayah visited the school yesterday.’

2

Analyses of Arabic Syntax

2.1 Group A Analyses
Analysis of what we term “Group A” are those that make a similar prediction for the
processing effects of VSO versus SVO word order. Analyses of “Group B” are those that
make a distinct prediction.
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2.1.1

2 ANALYSES OF ARABIC SYNTAX

VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis Analysis

Several analyses claim that on VSO order, the subject surfaces in its VP-internal
position, with the Verb raising over the subject, as in (2) (see Mohammad 1989, 2000,
Benmamoun 1992, Fassi Fehri 1993, Sultan 2007, for analyses of this sort):

(2)

VSO Order

IP
Vi

VP
SUB

ti

According to this approach, SVO order is derived from the subject raising out of VP to

Spec, TP, or to a higher Inflectional Phrase. The verb raises to a position lower than the
subject, as in (3):

(3)

SVO Order
IP
I’

SUBj

Vi

VP

tj

ti
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2.1.2

2 ANALYSES OF ARABIC SYNTAX

VP-External Subjects

A more recently-adopted hypothesis of Arabic word order is that is that VSO order is the
result of the subject raising from VP to Spec, AspP, with the Verb raising to the head of
TP, above AspP, as in Tucker 2010. The structure is provided in (4):

(4)

VSO Order
TP

Vi

AspP

SUBj

VP

tj

ti

On the other hand, SVO order according to this analysis is derived by the subject raising
to Spec, TP, and thus appearing before the Verb in head of TP, as in (5):

(5)

SVO Order
TP
T’

SUBj

Vi

VP

tj

ti
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2 ANALYSES OF ARABIC SYNTAX

2.2 Group B Analyses
Approaches to the syntax of Arabic that make distinct predictions with respect to the
processing of VSO versus SVO order in Arabic are termed “Group B” Analyses (see
Aoun, Benmamoun, and Sportiche 1994).

These analyses claim that in VSO order, the subject is base-generated outside VP and
linked to an empty category generated within Spec, VP, (or is generated within VP and

raises to a position outside VP). The verb then raises over the subject. This is as
indicated in (6):

(6)

VSO Order
TP

Vi

IP

SUBj

VP

ej

ti

SVO order is derived from the subject being base-generated outside VP and linked to an
empty category within VP, (or is base-generated within VP and raises outside VP). The
verb does not raise over the subject:
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(7)

2 ANALYSES OF ARABIC SYNTAX

SVO Order

IP
SUBj

VP
ej

3

V

Processing Assumptions

Our first assumption with respect to processing is that movement is costly: “(Other
things being equal), sentences involving an instance of movement are more difficult to
process than their counterparts without an instance of movement” (adapted from

Koizumi and Tamaoka 2010). (See Gibson 1998, Hawkins 2004, Marantz 2005, Mazuka,
Itoh, and Kondo 2002, Miyamoto and Takahashi 2002, Tamaoka et al. 2005 for relevant
discussion.)

A second crucial assumption that we make concerning processing is that, following
Levelt 1989 and Rayner and Sereno 1994, “reading times are reflective of processing
difficulty”. Therefore, by measuring the reading times of VSO and SVO sentences in
Arabic, we can discover which structures are more difficult to process, and which theory
more correctly describes these facts.

4

Predictions of Theories for Processing of Arabic

Group A and Group B theories make distinct predictions for the processing of Arabic.
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4 PREDICTIONS OF PROCESSING THEORIES

4.1 Group A Analyses
According to the VP-Internal Subject Group A approach, the subject remains in VP on
VSO order and the verb raises over the subject, resulting in one movement for VSO
order. In contrast, SVO order is derived by the subject raising out of VP to Spec, TP, or

to a higher Inflectional Phrase. The verb raises to a position lower than the subject. This
results in two movements for SVO order. Therefore, this analysis predicts that SVO
order is more complex than VSO order.
According to the VP-External Subject Group A approach, VSO order results from the
subject raising from VP to Spec, AspP, with the Verb raising to the head of TP.
Therefore, VSO order requires two instances of movement. On the other hand, SVO
order according to this analysis is derived by the subject raising to Spec, TP, and thus

appearing before the Verb in head of TP. This derivation also involves two instances of
movement.
It is thus predicted on Group A Type theories that SVO order is more complex or equally
complex to the derivation of VSO order.

4.2 Group B Analyses
According to “Group B” Analyses, on VSO order, the subject does not undergo
movement to Spec, IP, but is base-generated there. The verb raises over the subject,
resulting in one instance of movement for VSO order. On SVO order, the subject is also
base-generated in IP, and the verb does not raise over the subject. Therefore, there is no
instance of movement for this word order, and it is predicted that SVO order is less
complex than VSO order.
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5

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental Design

We investigated these predictions by conducting a Self-Paced Reading Task with ten
native speakers of Saudi Arabic. Subjects are displayed sentences one-by-one on a
computer screen. Participants are asked to press the spacebar when they have finished

reading a sentence to move on to the next one. The amount of time that the subject takes
to hit the spacebar from the appearance of the sentence on the screen is considered to be
the reading time of the sentence.
Note that the unit of presentation is the sentence, in contrast to a word-by-word or a
phrase-by phrase approach. We follow Koizumi and Tamaoka 2010’s argument in favor
of this approach that it is the most appropriate method for investigating the processing
times involving syntax.

5.1 Experimental Stimuli
Subjects are displayed eighty sentences in total, including forty control sentences:
twenty sentences containing VSO word order, exemplified in (8)-(9), and twenty
sentences with SVO order, shown in (10)-(11):

Control Sentences
VSO

(8) zaarat ʔayaah ʔl-madrasah ʔamɪs.
visited Ayah the-school yesterday.
Ayah visited the school yesterday.
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(9) ṭabbaqat ʔaʃ-ʃarɪkah ʔn-nɪ ðaam aʒ-ʒdiid ʔaʃ-ʃahr ʔal-maði.

implemented the-company the-system the-new the-month the-past.
The company implemented the new system last month.
SVO

(10) ʔaɪman ʔɪkal ʔɪl-ʕeʃ ʕal-fuṭuur.
Aiman ate the-bread on-breakfast.
Aiman had bread for breakfast.

(11) ʔɪl-banaat ṭbəxo ʔɪl-ʔakɪl bsurʕah.
the-girls cooked the-food quickly.
the girls cooked the food quickly.

Forty filler sentences were included, such as those in (12)-(15):

Filler Sentences
(12) man maʕa rɛda bɪl-madrasah?
who with Reda in the school?
who is with Reda at school?

(13) raħat salma ʔɪl-bet baʕd ʔɪl-ʔɪʒtɪmaaʕ?
went Salma the house after the-meeting?
Did Salma go home after the meeting?

(14) ʔɪl-xalaat gaʕdiin jəuləfuun gudaam ʔɪṣ-ṣalah.

the-aunts (mother’s side) sitting-are chatting in front of the-lounge
the aunts are chatting in front of the lounge.
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(15) ʔabdɪlmaʒid muwaðaf bɪ-dawaam ʒuzʔi.
Abdulmajid employed in time partial
Abdulmajid is a part-time employee.

5.2 Comprehension Questions
Subjects are presented with randomly-distributed comprehension questions for one-half
of target and one-half of filler sentences to ensure that the subjects remain focused, such
as those in (16), (correct answer “no”) and (17) (correct answer “yes”).

(16) ṭabbaqat ʔaʃ-ʃarɪkah ʔn-nɪ ðaam aʒ-ʒdiid ʔaʃ-ʃahr ʔal-maði.

implemented the-company the-system the-new the-month the-past.
The company implemented the new system last month.

Q.ṭabbaqat ʔaʃ-ʃarɪkah ʔn-nɪ ðaam aʒ-ʒdiid ʔaʃ-ʃahr ʔal-maði?

implemented the-company the-system the-new the-month the-current?
Did the company implement the new system this month?
(17) ʔasma tɪʕʃag ʔɪt-tasawug daɪman.
Asma loves shopping always .
Asma loves shopping always.

Q. tɪʕʃag ʔasma ʔɪt-tasawug daɪman?
loves Asma the-shopping always?

Does Asma love shopping always?
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5.3 Wrap-up Effects
All examples include a sentence-final modifier in order to mitigate wrap-up effects,
highlighted in (18) (Aaronson & Scarborough, 1976; Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner,
Sereno, Morris, Schmauder, & Clifton, 1989).

(18) ħakkat ʔɪd-dada ʔɪ-qɪṣah lɪ-ʔarwa gabl ʔl-nom.
told the-babysitter the-story to-Arwa before the-sleep.
The babysitter told the story to Arwa before sleeping.

As for lexical items used in the sentences, they were high-frequency items, and none
were repeated (except for prepositions, determiners and adverbs), in order to avoid any
priming effects.1

5.4 Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted using three subjects, in order to test the experimental
design. The design was found to be predictive.

5.5 Participants
The total number of participants is ten (five males and five females). They are students
at either Florida International University or the University of Miami, and all are from
Saudi Arabia. Their ages range between twenty-one and twenty-seven, and their

duration of stay in the USA range between six months to three years. (Ideally, the
1

There were a small number of repetitions in the example sentences, mainly in words sharing

the same root or in words with multiple meanings.
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participants would be monolingual speakers of Arabic, but given the geographic
distribution and availability of subjects, they were all speakers of English and Arabic.)

6

Experimental Task

There are two phases to the experiment; the pre-task phase and the task phase. In the
pre-task phase, the instructions were explained, and the participants were given a

minimized version of the actual experiment, including five sentences, which were
composed of SVO and VSO word orders. The purpose of this phase is to familiarize the

participants with the procedure. The participants were instructed to press the spacebar
when they had finished reading a sentence so that the next sentence would appear on

the screen. The amount of time that the participant took to hit the spacebar is considered
to be the reading time of the sentence. The same procedure was followed in the actual
task phase, with a number of eighty sentences.

7

Results

7.1 Reading Times per Subject
Presented in Table 1 are the Reading Times per Subject.2

2

Note that the Saudi Arabian dialect is typically only used in spoken form; it is not written.

Therefore, the subjects are predicted to and in fact did have difficulty reading the sentences.

(Some subjects had greater difficulty reading certain words, due perhaps to language contact in
Saudi Arabia with other dialects such as the Egyptian dialect.) However, given that this was the

case across all subjects (no subjects were familiar with written Saudi Arabic), the differences
between VSO and SVO orders is still to be explained.
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(19) Table 1

CONCLUSIONS

Mean Reading Times per subject in seconds.
Subject

VSO

SVO

H. M.

2.418

2.735

R. N.

2.512

2.704

Ah. B.

2.293

2.356

S. B.

2.031

2.201

A. B.

1.985

2.233

Mo. H.

2.177

2.594

M. H.

2.595

2.922

A. S.

2.036

2.235

G. F.

2.368

2.583

A. O.

2.314

2.421

7.2 Reading Times Across Subjects
In Table 2 are the Mean Reading Times Across Subjects.

(20) Table 2

Mean Reading Times Across Subjects (seconds).
VSO

SVO

2.273

2.498
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7.3 Comprehension Questions
The mean correct response rate to comprehension questions across subjects was 89%
(range: 74%-100%), as indicated in Table 3. Thus no subject's data were excluded from
the analyses based on poor comprehension.3

(21) Table 3

Correct Response Rates to Comprehension Questions
% of correct

Subject

Gender

M. H.

M

82.86

A. O.

M

80.00

A. S.

M

85.71

S. B.

F

100.00

A. B.

F

100.00

Mo. H.

M

94.29

A. B.

M

74.29

R. N.

F

82.86

G. F.

F

94.29

H. M.

F

100.00

answers

3

Note that female subjects have a higher percentage correct response rate to comprehension
questions than male subjects. Also, male subjects had longer reading times than female subjects: male
subjects have an average time of 3.687ms for VSO and 3.984ms for SVO; female subjects have an
average time of 2.324ms for VSO and 2.516ms for SVO. This deserves further exploration.
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Discussion

We argue that differential reading times provide insight into the derivation of the VSO

and SVO constructions in Saudi Arabic. Recall that according to the VP-Internal Subject
Group A analysis, the subject remains in VP on VSO order and the verb raises over the

subject, resulting in one movement for VSO order. In contrast, SVO order is derived by
the subject raising out of VP to Spec, TP, or to a higher Inflectional Phrase. The verb
raises to a position lower than the subject. This results in two movements for SVO order.

Therefore, this analysis predicts that SVO order is more complex than VSO order. This is
supported by the experimental results.
In contrast, according to the VP-External Subject Group A approach, VSO order results
from the subject raising from VP to Spec, AspP, with the Verb raising to the head of TP.

Therefore, VSO order requires two instances of movement. On the other hand, SVO
order according to this analysis is derived by the subject raising to Spec, TP, and thus
appearing before the Verb in head of TP. This derivation also involves two instances of

movement. It is therefore predicted on this analysis that SVO order is equally complex
to the derivation of VSO order, which is not supported by the results.

“Group B” Analyses, on the other hand, claim that on VSO order, the subject does not
undergo movement to Spec, IP, but is base-generated there. The verb raises over the
subject, resulting in one instance of movement for VSO order. On SVO order, the subject
is also base-generated in IP, and the verb does not raise over the subject. Therefore,

there is no instance of movement for this word order, and it is predicted that SVO order
is less complex than VSO order. Thus this approach makes incorrect predictions with
respect to our results.

9

Conclusions

We conclude that the experimental data discussed here support a view of Arabic syntax
according to which:
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CONCLUSIONS

VSO Order is derived with the subject remaining in VP and verb raising over the
subject.



SVO order is derived with the subject raising out of VP to Spec, TP, or to a higher
Inflectional Phrase, and the verb raising to a position lower than the subject.



More broadly, this research indicates that it is productive to discover evidence in
favor of one abstract syntactic analysis of a particular phenomena over another
by examining processing complexity reflected in reading times.

An interesting avenue of future research would be to investigate other spoken varieties
of Arabic in order to explore the syntactic differences among these dialects.
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